
Originally published: 2003. Includes index. Each of the 40 extraordinary hand-crocheted afghans displayed here in magnificent photos is a blue-ribbon winner, and you can recreate these wonderful items at home, thanks to the patterns, detail shots, and instructions provided in "Blue Ribbon Afghans from America's State Fairs." Scattered throughout the text are fun facts about the fairs, along with new and vintage photos. Internet Archive Open Library Book Donations 300 Funston Avenue San Francisco, CA 94118. Better World Books. An edition of Blue Ribbon Afghans from America's State Fairs: 40 Prize-Winning Crocheted Designs (2003). Blue Ribbon Afghans from America's State Fairs. 40 Prize-Winning Crocheted Designs. 1st Pbk. Ed edition. Maybe the design deserves more than one blue ribbon, but it doesn't deserve to be shown twice in the same pattern book with a repeat of the instructions. Another example is pages 58-59, which shows the Arkansas winner "Baby ABC's Afghan", followed pages 60-61, the South Carolina winner of the exact same pattern. Different colors again, but the exact instructions printed/reprinted for each one. These are crocheted afghans and the US Flag afghan is just beautiful! Especially colorful is the sampler afghan which really needs to be seen to be enjoyed. This book is a plethora of state fair history, beautiful pictures and well written patterns. There are afghans that would appeal to a beginner as well as an expert. Standard yarns are suggested, nothing too fancy or hard to find.